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于分解的多目标进化算法（Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm based on Decom-
position, MOEA/D）就是典型之一。通过分解，MOEA/D 可以利用现有的单目标优
化算法，使得单目标优化的优秀算法也能被充分利用。经过改进，MOEA/D 获得















































Metaheuristics has been proven to be an effective tool for solving Multiobjective 
Optimization Problems(MOPs). Especially based on the research on the Evolutionary 
Algorithms(EAs), numerous excellent algorithms have been proposed, such as NSGA-
II, SPEA2, PAES etc. A majority of algorithms of MOPs are based on Pareto dominance. 
While, Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm based on Decomposition(MOEA/D) is 
also an alternative effective approach for MOPs. Different from algorithms based on 
Pareto dominance, MOEA/D is based on decomposition. By means of decomposition, 
a series of sub-problems can be optimized simultaneously, and excellent algorithms for 
single objective optimization can be readily integrated in to MOEA/D. MOEA/D excels 
other algorithms under several measure indices. An improved version of MOEA/D won 
the CEC 2009 competition, which fully illustrates the superiority of MOEA/D. 
The era of big data is coming, which brings up a new challenge for the process 
ability of computer systems. To take up the challenge of the mass data, the research of 
multi-core, multi-CPU and distributed system has been a hot topic recently. Among all 
the big data process frameworks, Spark is the most popular and well-grounded one. 
At present, the Spark platform has integrated plenty of algorithms in the field of 
machine learning(ML). However, Optimization algorithms, especially MOEAs, are still 
virgin territory in Spark. We carry out a careful study of the MOEA/D and propose 
some implementation schemas in the Spark Framework. Experiment results show the 
advantages and disadvantages of the different schemas. In MOEA/D, the weight is ap-
plied to define sub-problems. Focusing on the setting of weights, we propose two 
weights partitioning schemas, which define the distribution mode for the algorithm. The 
first partitioning schema is to define a partition by a group of weights that are close to 
each other. In this schema, the neighborhood information is taken full advantages. How-
ever, due to the lack of diversity in each partition, they will be premature convergence. 
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previous schema, this one can provide better diversity, but the neighborhood infor-
mation is low-quality. Experiments in distributed framework indicates that, under the 
benchmarks, the second schema can obtain better results. As for scalability, experi-
ments show that the more partitions cannot simply improve results. Because, more par-
titions will result in fewer weights in each partitions and less neighbors for each sub-
problem. 
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第一章 绪 论 
1.1 课题背景  
现实生活中的优化问题，可以分为两类：单目标优化问题（Single-objective 
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子问题的最优解都是原 MOP 的一个非被占优解。历史研究表明，MOEA/D 在各
种评价指标下，都表现优异[3][4]。 
为了解决连续的多目标问题，MOEA/D 被改造成三个不同的版本，分别是带
有 SBX 算子的 MOEA/D（MOEA/D-SBX）[3]，带有 DE 算子的 MOEA/D（MOEA/D-
DE）[5]和动态资源分配(Dynamic Resource Allocation)的 MOEA/D-DRA。在 MOEA/D-
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